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ಅಯ್ಯಾ, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಶರಣರು ಮೆಟ್ಟಿದ ಧರೆ ಪಾವನವಯ್ಾಾ!
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Message by Director, Veerashaiva International Resource Center (VIRC)

Dear members and readers of Baandhavya
sharaNu,
We are happy to present the last (fourth) issue of Baandhavya for the year 2019.
Each issue is filled with activity reports from the 22 Chapters of the Samaja who are
engaged in preservation, protection, and propagation of Basava philosophy.
(Please note that all of the Chapters do not include their reports in every
newsletter.)
In addition, we have published articles related to:
•
•
•
•

Veerashaiva Lingayat dharma, its viewpoints, and lines of thought
Basaveshwara’s and sharanas’ vachanas, and their interpretations
Basaveshwara philosophy
And many other thought-inspiring topics

Communication is an essential tool for the existence of any society. We must communicate effectively in order
to propagate the Veerashaiva religion and its philosophy, thereby emulating the Anubhava goshti practiced in
Basava’s time. In this context, Guru Basaveshwara said that it is the collective knowledge of individuals that
enlightens each one of us and awakens us toward the needs of society and the well-being of others.

¨sÀQÛ E®èzÀ §qÀªÀ £Á£ÀAiÀiÁå
PÀPÀÌAiÀÄå£À ªÀÄ£ÉAiÀÄ®èÆ ¨ÉÃrzÉ,
ZÉ£ÀßAiÀÄå£À ªÀÄ£ÉAiÀÄ®èÆ ¨ÉÃrzÉ,
zÁ¸ÀAiÀÄå£À ªÀÄ£ÉAiÀÄ®èÆ ¨ÉÃrzÉ,
J®è ¥ÀÅgÁvÀgÀÄ £ÉgÉzÀÄ ¨sÀQÛ©üPÀëªÀ¤QÌzÀqÉ
J£Àß ¥ÁvÉæ vÀÄA©vÀÄÛ PÀÆqÀ®¸ÀAUÀªÀÄzÉÃªÁ.
Recall that, “it takes a village to raise a child.” Likewise, we need the active participation of our learned
members in creating awareness of ‘Baandhavya’.
Thus, we ask members of all ages and all walks of life to contribute articles enriching the publication.
Additionally, take some time out of your busy schedule to browse each issue and send your feedback,
suggestions, and contributions.
It’s great to have VSNA on your side.
sharaNu sharNArthi
G. Jagadeesh
Director
Veerashaiva International Resource Center (VIRC)
Rockville, MD
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Editor’s Note
Baandhavyada sahrudaya oduga, sharana sharaneyarige saprema sharanu sharanaarthi,
Wish you all a very happy and prosperous New Year 2020. May guru Basavanna bless you with Aayur-Aarogyasampattu!
We hope you all took a well-deserved vacation and spent holiday time & welcomed New Year with family and
friends.
In this issue, you will find quality articles written by Sri Siddheshvara Swamiji and Sri Ramjan Darga. If you have
penned any of such articles, stories or poems on Sharana philosophy please share them with us to be published
in upcoming Baandhavya.
Please do provide your feedback on the content of Baandhavya and suggestions for improvement.
As always, we can be reached at vsna-newsletter@googlegroups.com Happy reading!
Sharanu Sharanarthigalu,
Yash(avanth) Gaddi
Editor, Bandhavya

Goodbye goodbye 2019
Welcome Welcome 2020
ಕೂಡಿಬನ್ನಿ ಗೆಳೆಯರೆ ಹಾಡುವ್
ಕುಣಿದು ನಲಿದು ಸ್ಿ ೇಹದಾಂದ ಬಳುವ್!
ತಿರುತಿರುಗಿ ಬುವಿಯು ರವಿಯ ಸುತಿಿ ಬರಲು
ಕಿರಿದಾಯಿತು ಇರುಳು ಹಿರಿದಾಯಿತು ಹಗಲು
ಗುರುಬಸವ್ರ ಕರುಣೆಯು ತಲೆಯ ಮೇಲಿರಲು
ಕಾಣುತಿಹೆವು ಇಾಂದು ಹೊಸದಶಕದ ಬಗಿಲು
ಸಕಲ ಚರಾಚರಕೆ ಲೇಸ ಬಯಸುವ್ ಎಾಂದೂ
ಕಲ್ಯಯ ಣ ಶರಣರ ಚರಣಕೆ ಬಗುತ ಓ ಬಂಧು
ನಾಕವಿಲೆಲ ೇ ಕೂಡಿ ಬಳಿರಲೆಾಂದು ಹಾಡುವ್
ಶಾಂತಿ ಸಮತೆ ಸೇದರತೆಯ ತತವ ಸಾರುವ್!!
- ಯಶವಂತ್
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Guidelines for Submission of Articles

The Editorial committee welcomes your articles and poems for publication in our esteemed Newsletter Baandhavya. Please adhere to the guidelines below and provide clear, concise, quality articles with facts.
The Articles should reflect Veerashaiva / Lingayat philosophy, highlighting its rich religious and spiritual
heritage. Submissions may include the life of Sharanas, Vachana interpretations and the philosophy. Please
share contributions / achievements of the members in enriching the community around the world.
1. Articles should be original in nature and have not been published in any other format / heading in the
previous editions of Baandhavya or any other VSNA publications.
2. If the articles contained any part or paragraph of previously published books / articles, appropriate
reference should be provided.
3. Articles should be 1-2 pages (exceptions can be made up to 4 pages based on the subject / topic).
4. Up to 2 articles per author / issue will be considered per publication
5. Editorial committee will review the article within 5 business days and the editor-in-chief will communicate
to the writer of its acceptance / revision /rejection.
6. Revised article will be considered as a new submission and due course will be followed.
7. Articles received within the prescribed due date will be considered for publication in the issue. If an article
is received after the due date, it will be considered for the following issue.
VSNA Newsletter Committee
newsletter@vsna.org
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President’s Message

Dear Members Sharanu,
Wish you and your family a very Happy Holidays and New Year Greetings. I am
both humbled and honored for all your confidence and support in me and my team
for the first year in office. We are confident to move on to the second year with
pride to serve the organization. The entire VSNA Board (4 Officers, 22 Chapter
Presidents, 6 Board of Directors and 7 Board of Regents) and over 60 volunteers
are making steady progress in their assigned tasks / projects. I am delighted to
share the highlights of our journey in 2019.

Highlights for the Year 2019:
1. Propagation of core values: Initiated “Sharana Vaani” a Global Anubhava Goshti program on a Global
Platform with an average attendance of ~700 members to learn, understand and enhance the knowledge
on Basava Philosophy.
2. Chapter Rejuvenations: In order to improve the Central and local chapter relations and making Central
VSNA relevant to all the members and to bring uniformity among all chapter activities / functions, the
‘Chapter Rejuvenation Committee’ is drafting guidelines for the chapter activities.
3. VSNA Website: Completed Phase-I of VSNA website updates for all Board members, Past Presidents,
and knowledge database. Online enrollment of members and profile management will be taken up during
2020.
4. Plagiarism issue: Plagiarism is a shameful act. We have resolved the issue related to the book “Linga
Puje illustrated” by Mrs. Vimala Channabasappa estate, which was distributed during the Detroit
convention.
5. Accounting issues: Worked diligently with the board in bringing closure to the accounting issues and
financial mismanagement of the previous officers. It was a long and arduous process. As a result of the
resolution, we were able to file our taxes for the year 2018 on time.
6. Financial performance: VSNA funds have earned very good returns on the investments for the year
2019.

7. VSNA Annual Service Awards: The process completed by an independent body and recipients list
published ahead of the convention. We also named awards for the individuals who have made significant
contributions to the organization
a. Basava Award: Outstanding Services
b. Akka Nagamma Award: Outstanding woman service
c. Siddarameshwar Award: Outstanding professional achievement
d. Channabasava Award & Akka Mahadevi Award: Outstanding services by our youths
8. VSNA Bylaws: The Bylaws committee headed by Channu Kamabalayal working diligently for the past
8 months has submitted their recommendation for review, refinement and approval. The process of
ensuring everyone has the opportunity to provide their feedback and iteration of the bylaws is ongoing.
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9. VSNA Diary 2020: First time in the history of VSNA, A VSNA diary 2020 is published and will be sent
out to you shortly, which contains the history, Information on VSNA Board and past presidents and
Vachana a day in both English and Kannada.
10. Convention: Thank you to the Chicago chapter for delivering a successful convention for 2019. Thank
you for your overwhelming choice (93%) in choosing the name as “Global Basava Convention 2020”
for the upcoming convention. The 2020 convention team of DC and VA chapter is working diligently for
the Global Mega event to drive the theme “Happiness through Kayaka, Dasoha and Samaanate”.
11. Attorney letter to the VSNA Board: Received an attorney letter from past President Laxmi Hiremath, in
response to the unauthorized spending by her. As we are part of the Spiritual Organization, neither we
prescribe nor subscribe to the Judiciary interference. We believe in plurality and uphold democratic
values. We honor and respect the views and opinions of our respected members. If there is any
ambiguity or difference of opinion, we strive to resolve them through consensus or by a majority view.
I am very Thankful to the VSNA Board members and all the Chapter Presidents for their united support and
constructive contribution in taking this organization forward.
I will be counting on your feedback and suggestions in streamlining organizational activities in the coming year.
Thank you all for your support and will look forward to interacting with you all more closely in the future.

Come Join Us. Together, we can Transform!
Sharanu Sharanarthigalu,
Srishail Hadimani
President
VSNA 2020 Convention
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ACHARA MAKES THIS WORLD A HEAVEN
Sri. Siddeshwar Swamiji
Jnanayogasharam Bijapur, Karnataka, India

Heaven is not somewhere in the sky; it is here on the earth - the world of
mortal beings. This earth is a wonderful planet, unique and beautiful. It has
hills and high mountains; rivers and vast oceans; myriad kinds of trees and
plants; and varieties of animals, small as well as big.
Whatever is needed to live comfortably and joyfully, it is there. Flowers of
varied colors, fruits of manifold tastes, murmuring brooks of cool water,
raining clouds, and singing birds. Just imagine anything excellent (marvelous)
it is here on the Earth. What else could there be in the wonderful world of
God things?
However, to enjoy this terrestrial heaven a clean and spiritually cultured heart is needed. A hateful, envious
and greedy heart cannot delight in the natural beauty; the ego infested self cannot feel the hidden presence of
the Divine being in both living and non–living objects of this world. For people with such unclean hearts, this
world appears to be ‘Martya’ – mortal, sorrowful, worry causing and hellish. It is these men and women who
conceive that heaven (the abode of bliss) is beyond the visible province and this earth is no better than hell.
When the human mind is purified of all such malignant feelings (hatred, greed, envy, and ego) the man begins
to see the Divine nature of the world; to him, this Earthly world itself becomes heaven – a place of Divine
beauty and happiness. But, how to purify and strengthen the mind? Here comes into sight the Achara; Sri
Basaweshwar a great thinker and mystic of all times, says that Achara is capable of cleaning the mind and
enabling it to see the terrestrial world as not different from heaven.
Now, the problem is what is this Achara? Literally, it means activity, behavior, and performance. And
technically it means a spiritual discipline, training of mind and character (to produce self-control as well as
appeasement). This unique spiritual discipline (Achara) prescribed by Sharanas (Saints who lived in
Karnataka nine hundred years before) is wonderful; it is of seven divisions, namely.,
Kriyavichaar, Jnanachaar, Bhavachaar, Sattyachaar, Nittyachaar, Dharmachaar, and Sarvachaar.
1)

Cultivation of physical activities:
Doing good works sincerely for one’s good, and for the good of others. By this, our body becomes
purified.

2)

The Discipline of the intellect :
Using one’s cognitive organs and the intellect to know the world as it is. And to see deeper into it to
find out its real nature. By this, our senses and intellect become purified.

3)

The discipline of emotion:
Cultivating a love for one’s neighbors, and all people in general; showing love towards birds, beasts
and plants. Feeding the poor, serving the suffering, teaching the unschooled and consoling the
distressed. This purges our mind of all its ugly and unhealthy emotions.
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4)

The discipline of the speech and thought:
It is the Truth that prevails, and not the untruth. It is the Truth that enriches life, and not the untruth. On
quicksands, the temple of happiness cannot be built. The spiritual seeker has to learn to love the truth,
live it and convey it through his speech. This removes our attachment to the sense objects.

5)

The discipline of (our) attitude:
We usually look upon this world as simply a material expansion. It is full of objects which we perceive
through our senses and try to get pleasure from them. This sensory pleasure binds us to this material
world. Consequently, we suffer from worries and cares. Hence, to get freed from this pain-causing
bondage the seeker of peace and freedom has to change his/her attitude towards the world. One has to
look at it as a manifestation of the divine principle. If he does so, everything that he experiences
becomes ‘Prasad’ God’s favor, God’s blessing. This makes him ever cheerful. Worries no more trouble
him. His life on this earth becomes a sacred experience.

6)

The discipline of the mind:
It is to make our mind absorbed in the thought of the Divine existence. It is a little deep meditation on
the meaning of mystical formulae such as ‘Om Namah Shivaya’. ‘Om’ is a sound symbol of ‘Infinite
Reality’, while the other part of mantra means ‘I offer myself unto the Divine Being Shiva’. This
meditation, if done regularly, bestills the mind.

7)

The Discipline, Final:
Lastly, the sense of ‘I’ is to go; it is to be offered into the cosmic consciousness into the endless and
boundless presence of God.
Thus, this sevenfold discipline cleans our mind, gives a new vision to us; in consequence, we begin
seeing the heavenly face of this world. Akka Mahadevi, a great lady saint of the 12th century of
Karnataka says “O, God You are all these forests and trees; you are all these animals and birds. This
whole world is filled with you. This is not just the earth of mortals; it is the marvelous abode of thee, the
immortal Reality ″
To make a summary of it: Achara is a spiritual discipline; Swarga is heaven, a place of God, a paradise
of spiritual joy. When we discipline all our activities, internal external, we begin to feel the Divine
presence in all things; we feel we live in the kingdom of God. Being freed from hatred ness and
attachment, greed and ego, we enjoy our life on this earth. This joy is not just material; it is a spiritual
joy.
--oo0oo--
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Jeeva Jaala Comprises All Animate and Inanimate Objects
Ramjan Darga
Karnataka
Killing all plants, creepers and grains we nurture the body, what retribution
(vidhi) for this blemish (dosha)? In sense one to the sense five resides jeeva
jaala [1], which contains all animate and inanimate. This is the reason. By
offering everything to linga and receiving prasaada [2], Sharanas [3] of
Koodalasangama lived an acquitted life. Tej (fire), aap (water) and prithvi
(earth) were formed of Helium/Oxygen gas. By the commingling of these
three mahaabhootas (elements) was born all the animate and inanimate,
and jeeva jaala. The animate and inanimate amalgamated in jeeva jaala.
The five senses, which causes the act of creation, has played a major role in
the creation of jeeva jaala. A food chain has also come into existence with
the jeeva jaala. When the links of the food chain began to come apart, the jeeva jaala began to break.
Basavanna argues in this vachana that plants, the principal part of the jeeva jaala which contains all animate
and inanimate, also has life. Basavanna, thus shows the colossal nature of violence by pointing out that when
the vegetarians feed themselves by killing plants, they also partake in violence. Basavanna was the first
visionary to intuitively understand that even the plants have life. Jagadish Chandra Bose scientifically proved
the same at the beginning of the 20th century. Basavanna clearly says that nourishment in jeeva jaala
depends upon violence. Basavanna’s saying that ‘only our Sharanas of Koodalasangama who wish well-being
to all are good-caste people’ cannot be made sense of without referring to the food chain. We think good of a
deer, which survives on the grass. But what is the mode of thinking good and wishing well being to violent
animals like cheetah, tiger or lion, which survive on deers? Actually, we have to wish well being to all the
animals, which have accepted the food-chain. Sharanas of Koodalasangama get cleansed of their guilt of
killing life to nourish themselves by offering everything to linga and receiving prasaada. Thus, Basavanna
sensifies us about the presence of a food-chain.
Eskimo people live on seafood. Fishes are food that God has made available to them. If they offer them to God
and then consume, they will be acquitted of the guilt of killing the fish. Therefore, nobody should question the
food culture. Food is a personal matter. As such, Basavanna says thus: “butcher knife in the left hand, meat in
the right hand, a pot of toddy in the mouth, and God in the neck – Koodalasangamadeva, I will call such a
person a linga, I will call such people mukhalingi”. While Basavanna says that the plants have life, Jainism
says the contrary. Jainism divides living beings into samsaaris and muktas. Samsaaris are further divided into
samanaskas and amanaskas. Samanaskas have an intuitive sensory organ. The living beings that do not have
sensory organs are amanaskas. Amanaskas are beings incapable of having a sign language. They are further
divided into trasa and sthaavara. The former are animate. But, earth, water, fire, air and plants are sthaavaras,
i.e., inanimate (pruthivyaptejo vaayuvanaspatayaha sthaavaraaha). Prathivyaadis and prathiveekaayas are not
sthaavara/static beings, because they do not have life. According to Jaina darshana, these sthaavara beings
contain only sensory organs; (pruthivyaadi pruthiveekaayaadayaha / teshaamajeevatvaat / the cha
sthaavaraaha / sparshanaikeendriyaaha) says Saayana Maadhava’s, the 14th century text, Sarva-Darshana
Sangraha. Therefore, Jainism does not consider vegetarianism as a violent act. But according to Basavanna,
even vegetarianism is also a violent act. His vachanas are evidence for the fact that he does not differentiate
dietary into vegetarianism and meat-eating. Basavanna’s principal objection was against violence in yajna. Like
Buddha, he also opposed the practice of sacrificing animals for yajnas. Buddha has not asked the bikkus to
10

refuse to accept meat food in alms. Though Basavanna liked vegetarian food, he was clear that a person could
not be deemed lower in the social status just for his dietetical choices.
A well-known scholar Dharmananda Kosambi in his book Bhagavaan Buddha has proved that Buddha and
Mahavira were meat eaters. Sahitya Academy has published this book, along with the subsequent objections
raised by the Jaina scholars to Kosambi’s arguments. Kosambi has cited various Jaina texts to substantiate his
arguments. Jaina pundits have argued that the word kapota does not mean pigeon but kooshmaanda, which
have similar colours like a pigeon. Kukkuta is not a hen, but a fruit, usually known by the name bijaura. The
Jain pundits point out that the word maamsa means not just meat but also the kernel of the fruit. This means
that Jainism does not consider eating vegetables as a violent act, like Basavanna. This is because, according
to Jainism, plants do not have life. Animate and inanimate is part of jeeva jaala. This jeeva jaal is dependent
on the food chain. The entire food chain, including vegetarian food habits, is full of violence. Human beings
cannot disrupt this chain and also maintain the balance in jeeva jaala. If a tiger is hungry, other animals have to
lose their life to satisfy its hunger; and thereby maintain the balance in the jeeva jaala.
However, today, we are jeopardizing such a balance in jeeva jaala through deforestation, water pollution, air
pollution, pollution of the entire earth, wars, genocides, and exploitation. A Paris based Alliance for a
Responsible, Plural and United World, in 1999 declared in its Declaration of Human Responsibilities thus: “The
planet earth is the only and unchangeable habitable place we have. A human being, with all his diversity, is
part of this world and its evolution.”
Social and natural problems have increased today. Human beings did not create life. Life is a mystery. It
invigorates all that is alive. It makes possible the continuation of nature and human life through reproduction.
And it makes possible a continuous relationship between nature and human life. Despite the presence of
diversity, it is our collective aim to protect a right to life. A declaration based on this awareness, the Declaration
of Human Responsibilities says, is truly universal in its spirit. Therefore, the Declaration of Human
Responsibilities is something that concerns everything on earth, both visible, and invisible. The intention of the
declaration is to make us aware of the fact that we have the responsibility of protecting, what we called,
‘everything’. This fundamental responsibility contains the idea of providing space to every human community
and living beings. Providing space to other living beings and human communities is part and parcel of the very
act of protecting life.
This declaration is an important resolution of the 21st century. It is being discussed today in several places
across the world, including India. This declaration expresses its regret that, The world had not seen in the past
such long-lasting effects on various social, political, economic and cultural modes of living. Never before had it
acquired such a huge amount of knowledge in such a small amount of time. Nor had it ever possessed such
immense power capable of effecting a change in the atmosphere.
Despite possessing such diverse potentialities and despite the fact that as a result of the increasing interrelationships several openings have come up, unforeseen crises are cropping up in several arenas. The
economic gulf is increasing between nations. The concentration of political and economic power in a few hands
is marring the cultural diversity. The natural resources are being overused. This is causing unrest and
confrontation across the world. Concern about the future of this world is on the increase because of such a
distressing condition.
Basavanna had warned us in the 12th century that, if we do not conserve the balance in jeeva jaala, human life
would become a catastrophe. Mahadeva Setti has set up a mammoth grocery store on earth, and he sits on
the cash counter. He speaks if there is unanimity, not otherwise. Neither he makes a profit of a penny, nor
loses half a penny See, how clever our Koodalasangamadeva is.
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Thus, Basavanna expresses the importance of conserving the balance in jeeva jaala. Koodalasangama is the
only God (one God several names) who looks after the world. He has set up a mammoth grocery store on
earth. He is responsible for utpatti (the production), sthiti (present condition) and laya (the final destination)
status of all animate and inanimate. Laya does not mean (as it is usually understood) a violent termination. It is
the status of culmination reached at the end of an organized evolution. When human beings interfere in the
regular functioning of utpatti, sthiti, and laya, the jeeva jaala loses its healthy balance. Destruction of forest atwill, pollution of the rivers and the entire atmosphere destroy nature, imperiling the life of all the living beings, in
consequence. As Gandhi said, the earth can satisfy all our desires, but not greed.
The whole world is meant for god’s enterprise, and not for human ravaging. Therefore, Basavanna calls god a
Setti. The Setti who is there for trading speaks if there is ommana, not if there is immana. Ommana means
both one opinion (unanimity), and four measures. And, immana means differences (or discrimination), and
eight measures. Use of nature with a humane ommana and as per our necessity (just four measures) will not
affect the balance of the jeeva jaala. A discriminatory overuse (eight measures) of nature will cause an
imbalance in the jeeva jaala, which will result in destruction of everything. Unanimity will sensitize us about our
necessities. A discriminatory attitude, on the contrary, will lead to greediness. Therefore, God always pays
attention to those who have ommana(ssu), and neglects those with immana(ssu). This applies to both the
physical and spiritual worlds, alike. God does not lose even a penny. His business of maintaining the balance
in nature is clean and precise. It is important to maintain a balance in all our enterprises on this earth. It is a
lack of this sense of balance that leads to wars, genocides, and communal riots. And the rift valleys of
discriminatory hierarchies. Forests will turn into deserts. Growing holes in the ozone layer will make life on
earth impossible. Therefore, the awareness about the nature that Basavanna shows when he says that
Koodalasanagamadeva has a good weighing machine of worldly-endeavor may even surprise the 21st-century
activists fighting for the protection of nature
--oo0oo--

[1] (This and all the subsequent footnotes are translator’s notes.) Jeeva jaala literally means a network of life or sap of life.
This word, which cannot be adequately translated into English, refers to the entire living organisms, including plants found
on Earth. I have retained the Kannada word in the essay.
[2] Prasaada is a portion or the whole of something that has been offered first to God, and then used by human beings
[3] We can roughly translate sharana as a follower of the Veerashaiva tradition
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VSNA – New England
New England Chapter celebrated Deepavali on 16th November 2019 at Florence Sawyer School in Bolton MA.
The event was kicked off with Basava aarathi followed by snacks. Key programs included a blend of both
Sharana principles and few entertainment programs. Both Kids and adults performed Vachana recitals. We
introduced a new Vachana Vimarshe series called “Sharana Darshana” to showcase Sharanas and their
Vachanas. We started off with “Allama Prabhudevaru” and his Vachanas. We also had a detailed presentation
on the impacts of plastic waste and how to reduce Plastic in our daily life. Cultural programs ended with
outstanding finale performances “Janapada Roopaka” illustrating the human life cycle followed by America got
Talent famed “Black Light Theatrical performance” by kids.
New England chapter joined hands with VSCT in the “Zero Waste” initiative and executed it successfully
during this event. Here are the highlights of the things that were done to achieve Zero Waste and we
hope this helps other chapters.
1. We ordered Biodegradable(Eco-Friendly) dinner plates and snack plates made of Sugarcane bagasse
from www.webstaurantstore.com which replaced the conventional plastic plates that we always used
because of its utility with multiple compartments.
2. We replaced plastic water cups with paper cups and bought reusable stainless steel spoons (one-time
investment of about 400 spoons) to avoid plastic spoons altogether.
3. We also requested members to bring their own reusable water bottles to save on cups.
4. Instead of buying Gallon water bottles, we started using the re-fillable & reusable 5 Gallon water cans
along with easy to use electric water dispensing pump. Here’s the Amazon link to the water dispenser
which we found to be very efficient and kids friendly.
5. We also bought biodegradable trash bags and Ziplocs made of vegetable waste
6. Members were advised to separate the food waste and the plates were stacked which saved a lot of
trash bags. The facilities team at the school appreciated our effort in separating the waste as it was easy
for them to compost
We hope to see all the chapters joining hands with us in reducing Plastic Waste. Let’s promise to follow
the 3Rs, Reduce, Re-use and Recycle Plastic as much as possible.
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VSNE Team wishes everyone a Very Happy New Year 2020!!
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VSNA – Detroit
We had our Deepavali celebration on Saturday, Nov 16th. The day was filled with a lot of fun-filled activities.
1. Celebrated Dad's show. All the kids were very much involved in making a video & photo album expressing
their love for their dads by saying a few words about their dad and what their dad means to them.
2. Had "SUPER SECRET COOK" competition
3. We had a lot of other interesting activities like a fashion show, Karaoke night.
4. Hosted Halloween candy drive organized by our youth member Miss. Spurthi. All the candies given by the
members were donated to Ronald McDonald House Charities Detroit, which is a non-profit organization that
provides housing and home-cooked meals for sick children and their families.
5. STEAM4HC children's activities in collaboration with VSNA organized under the leadership of one of our
own members Mrs. Rashmi Overbeek. Certificates were given to all the kids who were part of the project.
A few words from Rashmi about STEAM4HC: Siddhaganga mutt Shree Shivakumar Swamiji once said “To see
God in the world is to recognize the sacredness of Nature“
Sree Siddaganga Gurukula has inspired our effort today to create a practical environment for youth to connect
to Basavanna’s vachanas. STEAM for Humanity and Compassion (STEAM4HC) is a concept that converts
classroom concepts of science, technology, engineering, and math into actions that help humanity and spread
compassion.
For the last two years, we have been organizing children's activities in partnership with the VSMI committee. At
each VSMI annual function, the committee has been providing space for STEAM4HC activities that are offered
free of cost to all participants.
Children's activities start with a discussion of the commandments of Basavanna and practical examples from
the children's lives. This is followed by several games and activities that are connected with the current event.
For example, at Ganesha Chaturthi, the activities were about creating awareness of elephant conservation. At
Basava Jayanthi, activities included the construction of an ‘Anubhava mantapa’ with building blocks. In honor
of Mother's day and Basavannas teachings on the sacredness of nature, we talked about how to protect
mother earth right here and now.
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VSNA – Southern California
By Uma Hukkeri, President, SoCal Chapter
Sharanu VSNA family,
In November, we celebrated
the festival of lights Deepavali.
Mrs Vijaya and Mr Prabhu
Orekondy hosted the event at
their beautiful residence. We
had an overwhelming response
from all the members who
made it to the event. We
performed Lakshmi pooja and
Guru Basavaveshwara pooja.
Our members brought delicious
food. We showcased the movie
“Arivina Mane” on this occasion
that was highly appreciated by
all the members. We honored
the Director Somappa for his impressive work on making the movie.
The chapter has been conducting monthly Vachana Ghoshti from last one year. Members are actively
participating in it and share their views and life experiences. We also invited guest speakers to this event that
has helped gain additional knowledge on the Vachanas.
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Members watching “Arivina Mane Movie”
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VSNA – Connecticut
Vachanamrutha: Vachanamrutha is a monthly gathering, organized by Veerashaiva Samaja of
Connecticut, that recognizes and spread the principles and lessons of 12th century Shiva Sharanas. Around 15
to 20 families attend each month, and Vachanamrutha has been going on for the past 10 years, with many
people volunteering to host each month. At each Vachanamrutha, the group starts with Basava Pooje, group
prayer, followed by the recital of Vachanas by Children. The adults will then discuss the vachana of the month,
and how it is relevant to our present day living. At the end, everyone will gather for the aarthi and prasada will
be served. Through Vachanamrutha, not only we just learn Vachanas, but we also learn many other things. For
example, the youth can practice public speaking.
During October - December, three Vachanamruthas were held. In the month of October, the 92nd
Vachanamrutha session was held at the home of Bharthi and Nataraj Sharanappa on October 27th. As
Deepavali was also on this weekend, alongside Basavanna, the host had arranged for a Lakshmi pooja. One
new family, Bomma family, also joined the
Vachanamrutha group. The adults then
discussed the Vachana of the Month. The
event concluded with aarthi followed by
Prasada.
Vachana of the Month - October
ಬೆಲ್ಲದ ನೀರೆರೆದಡೆೀನು, ಬೆೀವು ಸಿಹಿಯಪ್ುುದೆ
ಕತ್ುುರಿಯ ಲೆೀಪ್ನವಿತ್ುಡೆೀನು, ನೀರುಳ್ೆೆಯ ದುರ್ಗಂಧ
ದೂರಪ್ುುದೆ?
ಕಸುಗಾಯ ಹಿಸುಕಿದಡೆೀನು, ಹಣ್ಣಿಗೆ ಹವಣಪ್ುುದೆ?
ಕಿರಿಯ ಮನದ ಮಾನವಂಗೆ ಬಹಿರಂರ್ದ ಬರಿಯ
ಸಂಸ್ಾಾರವಾದಡೆೀನು,

The 93rd Vachanamrutha session was held at the home
of Asha and Yashavanth Gaddi on November 23rd. After light
refreshments, everyone sat down for the prayer. Children and
youth recited vachanas on varying themes such as ‘Vachanadalli

ಭವಿಯಾಗಿಪ್ುನಲ್ಲದೆ ಭಕುನಪ್ುನೆ ಕೂಡಲ್ಚೆನನಸಂರ್ಮದೆೀವಾ

Namamruta…..’, ‘Ullavaru Shivalaya…..’, etc. Subsequently, the

ಪ್ೂವಗರ್ುಣವಳಿದು ಪ್ುನರ್ಾಗತ್ನಾರ್ದನನಕಾ?

adults discussed the vachana of the month. The event concluded
with aarthi, and the Prasada was served.

-ಚನನಬಸವಣಿ
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Vachana of the Month - November
ಜ್ಞಾನದ ಬಲ್ದಂದ ಅಜ್ಞಾನದ ಕೆೀಡು ನೊೀಡಯಾಾ,
ರ್ೊಾೀತಿಯ ಬಲ್ದಂದ ತ್ಮಂಧದ ಕೆೀಡು ನೊೀಡಯಾಾ,
ಸತ್ಾದ ಬಲ್ದಂದ ಅಸತ್ಾದ ಕೆೀಡು ನೊೀಡಯಾಾ,
ಪ್ರುಷದ ಬಲ್ದಂದ ಅವಲೊೀಹದ ಕೆೀಡು ನೊೀಡಯಾಾ,
ಕೂಡಲ್ಸಂರ್ನ ಶರಣರ ಅನುಭಾವದ ಬಲ್ದಂದ
ಎನನ ಭವದ ಕೆೀಡು ನೊೀಡಯಾಾ.
- ಬಸವಣಿ
The 94th Vachanamrutha was held at the
home of Anitha and Shivakumar Nadagouda on December 14th. Group chanting was done to start the session,
and then the youth began with the reciting of vachanas. One of the messages that were conveyed by one of
the youths was to use less of our screens over the winter holiday break, and spend more time with our families,
as a takeaway from a vachana that was recited earlier. The adults discussed the Vachana of the Month (shown
below). Finally, everyone was called for the group aarthi, and the Prasada was served. This was the last
vachana of the year and the decade, and we look forward to the ones that will follow in 2020 and onwards.
Vachana of the Month - December
ಅಷಟವಿಧಾಚಗನೆ, ಷೊೀಡಶೆ ೀಪ್ಚಾರ ಬಾಹಾಕಿರೀಯಂಬ ಭಾವಭರಮಿತ್ರ ಮಾತ್ ಕೆೀಳಲಾರ್ದು.
ಧನವುಳ್ಾೆತ್ನು ಅಷಟಸಂಪ್ದದೆೈಶವಯಗವ ಭೊೀಗಿಸುವನಲ್ಲದೆ, ಧನಹಿೀನ ದಾರಿದರನೆೀನ ಭೊೀಗಿಸುವನೊೀ?
ಲಂರ್ವೂ ಪ್ಾರಣವೂ ಅವಿರಳ್ಾತ್ಮಕವಾಗಿ ಉತ್ೃಷಟವಾಗಿದದಲಲ, ಆ ಅಮಳಸ್ೊೀಂಕು ತ್ುಳ ಂಕಿ,
ಬಾಹಾಕಿರೀಯಾಗಿ ಕರಸಥಲ್ಕೆಾ ಬಂದುದೆೈಸಲ್ಲದೆ, ಅದು ಅಂತ್ರಂರ್ವಲ್ಲ, ಬಹಿರಂರ್ವಲ್ಲ ನಮಮ ಉರಿಲಂರ್ದೆೀವರು.
- ಉರಿಲಂರ್ದೆೀವ
The past three Vachanamrutha sessions have greatly contributed to the knowledge of the community.
Everyone can learn about how the 12th-century sharanas vachanas can apply to our daily lives today, and how
we can use those lessons to make the world a better place to live.
Compiled by:
Sidharth Masarur
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VSNA – Toronto
December 15th, 2019

http://www.vsna-toronto.com/

Sharanu,
After a wonderful summer picnic, our next event we celebrated was the Annual General Meeting on December
7th, 2019. For AGM we report our finances and every two years choose our new committee member who takes
over for two years term. For this event members attending use to be a very poor turn out, hardly 8 to 10
families would attend. Our committee took this challenge and was focused on turning this event around with
more family members attending and making it a successful event.
We did a wonderful job of making it a successful AGM with over 38 families attending. We let the kids and
adults entertain us with their liking for this event. The program started off with
- our theme song
-led by Explorations in Vachanas discussion
-Financial report
-President updates for the upcoming year and central VSNA update
-followed by Cultural entertainment.
Kids and adults enjoyed the program which consisted
-Vachana singing/dance
-Slokas
-Fashion show
-Dance to Bollywood music
-Dancing and Singing.
For the first time we catered food for the event where members were charged for the food, it was successful
with a good turnout. As we end this 2019 we the committee members continue for next year.
We have had a wonderful year with four successful events
1. Shivarathri
2. Basava Jayanthi
3. Picnic
4. AGM
This year donation was given to
1. $1600 to Karnataka Relief Fund
2. $450 to Siddaganga matha
3. Food was collected at AGM and was given to Knights Table Foodbank

Kids showing of their Certificates
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Mr. Aivalli handing out the medals and certificates

Kids performance

Committee members
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The entire women group

The entire men group

We the Committee members
Wishing you and your loved one’s peace, health, happiness,
and prosperity in the coming 2020 New Year.
Thank you,
Rohini Mensinkai
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VSNA – Florida
Florida year end get-together was held in Orlando at the temple hall on December 7th 2019 and our next
meeting will be on Feb29th at Jacksonville. Around 70 members attended, making this our largest participation
so far with many new members. We did the linga pooja with songs and bhajans, followed by delicious lunch
and evening snacks/tea prepared by Orlando members. Highlight at this event was discussion of changes to
VSNA by-laws and going eco friendly with all steel plates/cutlery
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VSNA – Maryland
The members of the VSNA-MD chapter enthusiastically celebrated the Deepavali festival and the birth
anniversary of a great Veerashaiva sharana “Channabasavanna” at the residence of Mrutyunjay and Vandana
Katti on Saturday, November 16th, 2019.
The main function began with a prerecorded invocation vachana of Sharana Channabasavanna sung by
poojyashree Tapaswini Karunaadevi of Bidar.
ಆವಕಾಲದ ಭಕ್ತಿ ತೀವಿತೆನ್ನಂಗದೆೊಳು AvakAlada Bakti tIvitennaMgadoLu
ಓದಿ ಸಲಹೆೊೀ ಗುರು ಚೆನ್ನಬಸವಾss

Odi salahO guru cennabasavA

ದೆೀವಾ ನಿಮ್ಮಯ ಕರುಣಪ್ರಸಾದವಿತೆಿನ್ನ dEvA nimmaya karuNaprasAdavittenna
ಜೀವವನ್ುಳುಹಯಯ ಯೀಗಿನಾಥ. jeevavanuLuhayya yOginAtha.
ಗುರು ಚೆನ್ನ ಬಸವಣಣ, ಚರ ಚೆನ್ನ ಬಸವಣಣ guru cenna basavaNNa, cara cenna basavaNNa
ಪ್ರಮ್ ಲಂಗವು ಚೆನ್ನ ಬಸವಣಣವೂ parama liMgavu cenna basavaNNavU
ಇಹ ಪ್ರ ಪ್ರ ಬರಹಮ ಚೆನ್ನ ಬಸವಣಣಂಗೆ iha para para brahma cenna basavaNNaMge
ಶರಣು ಶರಣೆಂಬೆನೆೈ ಯೀಗಿನಾಥ. ||ಗುರು|| SaraNu SaraNeMbenai yOginAtha. ||guru||
ಶಿವ ಭಕ್ತಿ ಶರಧಿಯಲ ನೆಲೆಗೆೊಳಿಸಿದಾತ ಗುರು Siva Bakti Saradhiyali nelegoLisidAta guru
ಪ್ರಿಕ್ತಸುತ ಭವ ಹರಿದಾತಗುರುವೆೈ

parikisuta Bava haridAtaguruvai

ಶಿರೀ ಗುರುವೆ ಎಂಬ ನಾಮಾಕ್ಷರ ತರಯದಲ SrI guruve eMba nAmAkShara trayadali
ಆನ್ು ಪ್ರಜ್ವಲತನೆೈ ಯೀಗಿನಾಥ. ||ಗುರು|| Anu prajvalitanai yOginAtha. ||guru||
ಎನ್ನ ತನ್ನವನೆನಿಸಿ ಮ್ನಿನಸಿದಾ ಕರುಣೆಯಳು enna tannavanenisi mannisidA karuNeyoLu
ಸನ್ುನತ ನಾನಾದೆ ಸಕಲದೆೊಳಗೆ sannuta nAnAde sakaladoLage
ಬಿನ್ನಣದ ದೆೀಹವನ್ು ತನ್ನಂತೆ ಮಾಡಿದನ್ು binnaNada dEhavanu tannaMte mADidanu
ಚೆನ್ನ ಬಸವಣಣನೆೈ ಯೀಗಿನಾಥ. ||ಗುರು|| cenna basavaNNanai yOginAtha. ||guru||
This was followed by a welcome speech by our secretary, Smt. Shivani Nanda Mahashetty. The emcees for
the program were Nidhi Niranjan and Aneesh Patil. Both of them did a tremendous job of conducting the
program, and deserve big applause from all of us.
Kids and adults performed linga pooja under the guidance of Smt. Jayashree Jagadeesh. This was followed by
singing the devotional song- Lingaastakam followed by the maha mangalaarti with a group song, ‘jyothi
belagutide’.
Dr. Jagadeesh conducted Anubhava goshti. Two vachanas (ಆಕಾಶದಲಾಾಡುವ ಪ್ಟಕಾಾದಡೆಯೊ ಮ್ೊಲಸೊತರವಿರಬೆೀಕು…..
and ಭೊಮಿಯಳಗೆ ಬಿೀಜ್ ಬಿದದಲಾ ಕೆಟ್ಟಿತೆಿಂದೆನ್ಬೆೀಡ,….) of sharana Channabasavanna were discussed. Laxmi Hatte,
Ratan Hatte, Tarini Nagenhalli, Varsha Prasad, Arjun and Krish Tumbapura all read the vachanas and their
meaning in English. Thanks to Dr. Jagadeesh for compiling the beautiful Anubhav Goshti material.
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Chapter meeting: We discussed the Karnataka flood relief fund collection and the Bylaws changes proposed
by the central VSNA executive committee. This was followed by a presentation on the 2020 VSNA Convention
in VA by the Convention team lead by Shri Raj Galagali.
We are pleased to welcome new members to our Chapter: Sai Pinnepali and his wife Archana and their sons
Arjun and Himaanshu (Columbia); R. Shashikiran and his wife Savitha (Rockville); Bharath Havala and his wife
Rashmi (Westminster). Thanks for your support of the organization. Please keep coming.
The most exciting part of the evening was the talent show by children. Samiksha Mahashetty sang a beautiful
song and Tarini Nagenhalli sang a melodious classical song. This was followed by an energizing and
beautifully choreographed dance performance to a song medley by Sejal Patil and Samiksha Mahashetty.
Thanks to everybody who graced the Deepavali celebration and made it a grand success. We look forward to
seeing you all at the Mahashivaraathri celebration in 2020!
Vandana Katti
President, VSNA-MD
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VSNA – California North
This year we have had successful events. All of our programs had a theme. Below are the program highlights
with attendance around 300-400 people.
In February
We had the Shradhanjali program for Sri Siddaganaga Mahaswamiji. We invited many organizations like
KKNC, HSS, VPA, and other Local Hindu organizations. Our youths did fundraising and collected $1500. We
sent this amount to Siddaganaga Institution and sponsored 150 study desks for kids living in hostels.
In March
We had the Shivaratri/Ugadi program. For the first time, we launched Junior Anubhava Mantapa (Vachana and
Sharana philosophy class). A total of 40 kids enrolled. They are in 2 groups with 5-10 and 11-15 age groups.
One class per month. We issued level 1 certificates after completion.
In May
Basava Jayanthi program. We had Dasoha at Livermore Hindu temple. VSNA families together cooked and
served around 1500 people.
We also introduced Junior Dasoha - Our youths did food drive. They collected nonperishable food and donated
to local shelters.
In July
We hosted Satsang for Swamiji’s visiting from India. We had wonderful discourses by all three swamijis.
Sri Shivarartri maha swamiji - Mysore
Sri Siddeshwara swamiji - Bijapur
Sri Vachananda swamiji - Harihara
We started with youth focused Ista Linga meditation. Many non-VSNA people attended and benefited from the
program. It was followed by pravachana by all swamiji’s.
In August
We raised $1100 for Karnataka flood relief and sent it to Central VSNA
In September
We had an all-day picnic. This was a nice bonding event. We had a successful fun/sports day at the park.
In November
We hosted a very grand Deepavali program. With cultural activities by youths and adults. Along with issued
certificates for youth programs.

In December
We arranged a blood drive in collaboration with American RedCross by VSNA youths. Kids actively hosted a
booth at the various library and public places to sign up for people for a blood drive. We exceed our goal and
collected 25 bottles from the drive. It was a successful community dasoha.
Also, in December we concluded Vachana class level 1. We taught Vachanas and discussed Sri Guru
Basaveshwara philosophy and other Sharana’s life stories.
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Sharanu,
As you all are aware, the Global Basava Convention 2020, will be held in Northern Virginia, less than 20 miles
from the Nation’s capital, Washington D.C. The Registration committee cordially invites you and your family to
this convention. The Registration team is chaired by Sapna Yavagal and supported by team members Girish
Tumbapura, Ashok Renukappa, Jay Kannur, Jay Savand, Vinod Kumar, Sneha Mahesh, Manjunath
Veerabhadrappa, Prakash Doddabendigere, Jagan Gowder, Medha Kori, Lakshmi Kori, and Veeresh Muddalli.
Registration is the very first step that all attendees go through before actually attending the convention. For a
successful convention, the registration process has to be simple and smooth. Our aim is for each and every
attendee to have a very meaningful and memorable experience at the convention.
Towards achieving this, the Registration team worked diligently and expeditiously along with other committees
to design packages that will meet the needs of a wide spectrum of attendees. The packages will take care of
Convention registration, reserving hotel room(s), and possible accommodations for any special needs. The
following table highlights the different packages options and benefits:
REGISTRATION PACKAGES

We are providing early bird discount of $300 for Sharana package ($2700) and $200 for Dasoha Package
($1550) until January, 31st 2020. We are also providing installment payment options for most
packages. However, full payments must be made before January, 31st 2020 to avail discount.
The team is collaborating with the website committee to provide all the registration information to attendees in
one place. After successful registration, an acknowledgement email will be sent along with links to register kids
and youth for various events, competitions and youth activities, Dasoha activities etc. For registrant’s
convenience, Registration team will accept check and Zelle money transfer. Any additional information about
packages along with answers to frequently asked questions will be provided on the convention web site. Our
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Online Registrations will be open soon. However, we are currently accepting Registration for the Global
Basava Convention 2020 manually.
We look forward to seeing you all at the convention. Please take advantage of our special offers! It is a great
opportunity to show case your talent, meet your close friends and families, make new friends, expand your
social/business network, learn more and apply Basava philosophy in our lives.
Sharanu Sharanarthi,
Registration Team
Contact:
Sapna Yavagal: 703-861-5282
Jagan Gowder: 703-772-8652
Girish Tumbapura: 443-629-0773
Raj Galagali: 443-975-1039
vsnaconvention2020@gmail.com
--oo0oo—

ಅಯ್ಾಯ, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅನ್ುಭಾವಿಗಳ ಸಂಗದಿಂದ ಎನ್ನ ತನ್ು ಶುದಧವಾಯಿತುಿ.
ಅಯ್ಾಯ, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅನ್ುಭಾವಿಗಳ ಸಂಗದಿಂದ ಎನ್ನ ಮ್ನ್ ಶುದಧವಾಯಿತುಿ.
ಅಯ್ಾಯ, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅನ್ುಭಾವಿಗಳ ಸಂಗದಿಂದ ಎನ್ನ ಪ್ಾರಣ ಶುದಧವಾಯಿತುಿ.
ಅಯ್ಾಯ, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅನ್ುಭಾವಿಗಳು ಎನ್ನ ಒರೆದೆೊರೆದು ಆಗುಮಾಡಿದ ಕಾರಣ
ಚೆನ್ನಮ್ಲಾಕಾಜ್ುುನ್ಯ್ಾಯ, ನಿಮ್ಗಾನ್ು ತೆೊಡಿಗೆಯ್ಾದೆನ್ು
- ಅಕಾ ಮ್ಹಾದೆೀವಿ
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Coming Soon! VSNA Diary 2020

The Diary contains: Information about VSNA, Chapters, Past Presidents and
One Vachana a day both in English and Kannada Plus more!
Please contact your Chapter President for additional information

Thank you!
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